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Synopsis:

Jasmina Halsey is the former President of the Galactic Federation, who went missing and

presumed dead in  MAY 3301  after  her  cruiser,  Starflight  One,  suffered a catastrophic

accident upon hyperspace entry. She reappeared almost a year later after a month long

search mission. She was subsequently treated both medically and psychologically on Mars

and later withdrew from Federal politics. Rather, she began to hold public speeches with

both esoteric and metaphorical notes, alluding to a super-intelligent species living in the

depths of space. She also urged the galactic community to work together to shape a better

future. As such, she sided with Alliance Prime Minister Edmund Mahon and began to build

a network of refugees’ aid and relief bases in the Yum Kamcabi system. Her most notable

public  campaigns  were  a  call  for  exploration  data  and  some  calls  for  medical  and

humanitarian supplies, all of which were received positively by the public. Halsey today is

viewed as a vigorous advocate of peace and as very unlike the political leader she was two

years ago. 

To summarize: After her presumed near death experience and the visions of a better future

that came along with it, she seems to have undergone a change from Saul to Paul both in

body and spirit, very much like her Biblical counterpart.

The  story  begins  in  DEC 3300.  The  last  days  of  the  year  were  marked  by  a  stormy

exchange of words and speeches as Shadow President Zachary Hudson made it clear that

he disapproved of Haley’s latest political moves. At that time both political parties were

deeply entrenched and fighting over Congressional domination. 

Hudson openly  criticized  the  scheduled tax  increases  for  the  upcoming year  which he

labeled unnecessary and a failure to hit the mark. Instead, Hudson made appeals to cut

welfare costs and implement a new military conscription model for the “lazy youth”. He

also criticized Haley’s inability to prevent several member worlds from seceding from the

Federation and her diplomatic failures that eventually lead to the military intervention that

became known as  the  War  for  Lugh On a  different  political  theater  President  Halsey

declared Onion head an illegal substance and sanctioned the bombing of a multitude of

plantations in the Kappa Fornacis system, although there were also speculations that Fleet

Admiral  Vincent,  a  personal  friend  of  Hudson,  acted  without  her  counsel  or  consent.
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Whatever the case, Hudson set the stage for his ambitions to drive Halsey from her office

as he saw her as being unfit and not qualified to hold the job of Federation President. In

JAN 3301 President Halsey tried to reconcile on the apparent rift between her and Admiral

Vincent in an attempt to put the more vocal politicians at ease but she also publicly stated

that  he  acted  unilaterally  in  the  bombing of  Kappa Fornacis  plantations,  making him,

Hudson’s personal friend, the scapegoat of the hour. Things got worse when Haley’s Vice

President Nigel Smeaton was discovered dead in his private home on Mars. Although the

circumstances  of  his  death  remained  obscure  to  the  last,  a  number  of  seemingly

coincidental  events,  shortcuts  and  system  failures  lead  to  the  common  belief  he  was

actually killed by an organisation with the necessary access and resources to accomplish

such a top level assassination. Some voices were heard mentioning the “military industrial

complex of old” but of course no evidence was ever found to point in such a direction.

Key Question(s):

1. Who is Fleet Admiral Vincent, what callsign does his flagship have and did he make

any further appearances (e.g. Palin blockade)?

2. What is the “military industrial complex of old”? Several theories have been linking

governmental VIP’s to a shadow cartel in the past. Clues, facts, names?

3. According to  some sources  Nigel  Smeaton had a relative that  was onboard the

Antares Highliner some 50 years ago. Have there been any further clues as to said

relative’s identity?

Whatever the case, the sudden death robbed Jasmina Halsey of a staunch supporter and

leader of the Liberal Party. In FEB 3301 Congressman Ethan Naylor was formally sworn in

as the Federal Vice President, a controversial choice by Halsey as this was the first time a

member  of  the  Federal  Leadership  was  a  Congressman from a  frontier  world.  Naylor

subsequently took up support for President Halsey in her aims to better integrate Frontier

worlds’ politics and to find an amicable balance between them and Sol.

So in his next move on 30 MAR 3301, Shadow President Hudson finally made clear his

intentions to run for the Presidency by ousting Jasmina Halsey from her office. The timing

was ideal as Halsey’s popularity had taken some serious hits after the secessions and the
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Onionhead PR disaster. Only one month later, in APR 3301, Hudson executed multiple

political schemes to increase the pressure on Halsey, including a meeting with Sam Reyan,

CEO of Reyan BPS. By securing Reyan’s support Hudson was able to solidify his overall

corporate support for his impending race for Presidency. On a side note, the  proposed

deals were worth trillions of credits to Reyan BPS, a corporation who has traditionally

struggled to penetrate the congressional contracts market. April also saw the 153rd annual

Exphiay  Bankers’  Ball,  where  Hudson  managed  to  rally  more  corporate  and  financial

support to his side, namely Frank Hall, CEO of Gallant Investment, Paul Wiggins, CEO of

Wiggins  Development  Trust,  and  Patricia  Spellman,  Vice  President  of  Sirius  Finance.

President Halsey and VP Ethan Naylor did not attend the ball as they were not invited, as

were a number of Liberal supporters from the corporate sector. 

Key Question(s):

1. Who are these CEOs? Do we have more info on them? Their companies’ INARA

profiles are quite low, indicating only minor holdings. Could they be linked to the

“military industrial complex of old”? Brass plate companies maybe?

2. What deals could Hudson have made with a second or third tier medical corporation

like Reyan BPS? Do we have info on any “special” projects that could shed some

light on it, like biological or medical supply CGs?

To counter Hudson’s political offensives President Halsey announced a tour of the Federal

frontier systems in APR 3301. The purported aim of the trip was to build stronger links

between Sol and its many offspring and to answer a number of complaints to provide

adequate support for fledgling Federal colonies. Halsey also issued a statement that she

would discuss politics with local leaders, an act that was seen as an attempt to rally support

from the Frontier worlds.

Shadow President Hudson in turn challenged President Halsey to a public political debate

on recent political decisions, thus forcing her to decide whether to accept the challenge

and prepare for a lengthy debate or to carry through her plans with the trip of the Frontier

worlds. In the end, she decided to decline the debate for the time being, postponing it to

the time after her extensive journey. On 13 MAY 3301 the Farragut-class cruiser Starflight
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One took off from Mars with President Jasmina Halsey on board. Her trip to the Frontier

worlds  was not  met  wholly  with positive reactions,  some of  the representatives  of  the

Frontier worlds questioning recent political decisions in Congress and also the multitude of

secessions that had occurred shortly before.

As a side note: In MAY 3301 the Federation also became the target of an accusation by the

Canonn Group to withhold information about the recently discovered Alien Artefacts from

the Pleiades sector. Although not personally related to Halsey as President it was criticised

that the Federation didn’t comment on any of these accusations, further cementing public

views that they were “hiding something”. 

On 26 MAY 3301 news about  the  disappearance of  Starflight  One spread across the

galactic community. On that day Maisy Stevenson, the leader of the Republic Party of the

Saga system, informed Federal authorities that President Halsey had missed a scheduled

meeting by 38 hours already and that patrol ships had been unable to locate Starflight

One. At first it was leaked that Halsey had agreed to a last-minute detour but later that day

at  15:00  hours  universal  galactic  time,  in  a  dramatic  move  Secretary  of  State  Felicia

Winters  assumed  the  role  of  Acting  President  of  the  Federation  in  the  wake  of  the

disappearance of Starflight One and made the following statement: 

“(...)  I  must come before you today to announce that contact with the President’s ship,

Starflight  One,  has  been  lost.  Two days  ago,  Navy  Command received  word that  the

President would be taking an  unscheduled detour to  Azaleach.  Her reasons as to why

remain classified. 12 hours ago, following entry into hyperspace, Starflight One went dark.

All  attempts  by the President’s  security  team to trace the vessel  have met  with failure.

Squadrons have been scrambled in an attempt to find President Halsey and Vice President

Naylor, and I have faith that the Navy will do everything they can to bring them home. That

said, in order to maintain a clear chain of command during this time of crisis, I will be

assuming the role of Acting President of the Federation effective immediately. (...)”

At a later press conference Winters elaborated on the ship’s disappearance and linked it to

the loss of the Highliner Antares way back in 3251. The Antares was lost on its maiden

voyage after a sudden power surge in its supposedly revolutionary frame-shift drive and

the resulting catastrophic explosion.
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As can be guessed with such a tragic incident various sources claimed they had clues that

the Starflight One accident was in fact sabotage and that high profile Federation officials

were covering something up or that they at least doubted anything officially released to the

press unless unshakable evidence was presented. While this may seem understandable or

noble it did nothing to diminish Winters’ or Hudson’s credibility or popularity ratings.

Key Question(s):

1. What leaders did Halsey manage to talk to before Starflight One went missing and

what did they talk about?

2. Why did Halsey agree to a last-minute detour of Starflight One to the Azaleach

system and why were the reasons classified?

3. Why  was  Secretary  of  State  Felicia  Winters  the  first  one  to  draw  comparisons

between Starflight One and Highliner Antares? What proof or at least indications

did she have? Or was it  a  subtle  hint for the public  that  Starflight One carried

prototype technology of some kind that would warrant such an elaborate sabotage?

4. What other sources were there that claimed an act of sabotage and did they have

any meaningful clues or guesses?

Two days later, on 28 may 3301, Shadow President Hudson called an Emergency Session

of  Congress  to  address  concerns  surrounding  Starflight  One’s  disappearance.  In  that

session Hudson openly speculated about the cruiser having been sabotaged in what he

guessed was a top tier assassination attempt. He didn’t even rule out the Empire being

responsible. Under the shadow of “unseen forces” being capable of inflicting such damage

to an interstellar government, he took his ambitions one step further and called for a vote

of no confidence against the current Liberal government. Acting President Felicia Winters

later agreed to the vote. Most likely she already knew she wouldn’t win.

On 1 JUN 3301 Members of Congress took part in the vote of no confidence. Shadow

President  Hudson pointed to  the  loss  of  dozens  of  member  states  to  the  Alliance,  an

increase in crime rates and what he called a “defanged Federal Navy” as some of the more

devastating  effects  of  Halsey’s  time  in  office.  Although  Winters  could  also  have  been

elected President the majority of the votes were ultimately cast in Hudson’s favor and on 2
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JUN 3301 the results were finally made public and Hudson would be the new President of

the Federation. He was sworn into office later.

30 JUL 3301 Excerpt: Meet the Powers - President Zachary Hudson

Republican  President  Zachary  Hudson  became  President  after  the  disappearance  of

President  Halsey  and  a  vote  of  no  confidence  in  the  Senate.  He  has  always  been

supportive of the military, and has recently announced his support for CQC Championship

as a training and recruitment tool for the Federal Navy. He is also approving additional

funds to begin upgrading and expanding the fleet to counter the threats he sees beyond

the Federation’s  borders.  In common with most of  his party,  Hudson believes it  is  the

government’s duty to be as small  a burden on the individual as possible.  An extensive

programme of tax reduction is already planned for most households within the Federation.

This has proved popular, but not for those who relied on government support before his

election.

29 JUL 3301 Excerpt: Meet the Powers - Felicia Winters 

With the disappearance of President Halsey and the earlier apparent murder of President

Nigel Smeaton, Felicia Winters found herself thrust in charge of the Liberal Party.  She

inherited a political party in crisis and has had to work quickly to try and restore people’s

faith in her party. Felicia Winters has already proved to be a versatile opponent, and in

many opinion  polls  is  running level  with  President  Hudson.  Many voters  are  growing

concerned by the President’s aggressive rhetoric and are turning to the Liberal Party to

counter what they see as a road to war.

The  remainder  of  the  year  3301  saw no  further  actions  to  bring  more  light  into  the

Starflight One incident and the fate of Jasmina Halsey, as the Federation accustomed itself

to the new and more aggressive style of politics President Hudson brought into office. One

event, however, stood out from others and may in fact have triggered what was later to be

known as the search for Starflight One: The Sirius Corporation called the galaxy’s pilots to

a search for the famed Highliner Antares, the prototype luxury liner (with a supposedly

new generation of FSD technology) that had been lost nearly 50 years ago. The search

ultimately proved successful and several pieces of wreckage were found and identified. 
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Now, in light of the discovery of the starliner, on 28 JAN 3302 President Hudson ordered

another search, now for the lost Starflight One, which had disappeared along with then

President Jasmina Halsey on board on 26th May the year before. Despite heavy scepticism

the search was concluded on 23 FEB 3302 and Hudson stated in a press release that the

participating pilots managed to recover huge amounts of deep space debris and delivered

it to a the Leoniceno Orbital Federal Outpost in the Azaleach system. He also emphasized

that some of the parts were indeed from Starflight One, that several intact escape pods

were recovered as well  and that the analysis team was busily  working to identify their

occupants. Only three days later it was finally confirmed by that Jasmina Halsey was in

one of the escape pods and that her condition was critical but stable. After a reasonable

recovery, Halsey was brought out of her coma. Her sister Azalea Halsey later issued a small

statement, which is recorded as follows: “Jasmina appears to be in good health, but she

did seem rather distant. She said some things I didn't understand – something about stars

and...creation, I think – but given what she's been through I thought she was remarkably

lucid, most of the time. I'm sure she'll be back to her old self soon.”

Key Question(s):

1. What was Hudson’s true motivation to find Starflight One? The accident has been

linked  to  the  Highliner  Antares  (manufactured  by  Sirius)  incident  on  multiple

occasions. Starflight One was a Core Dynamics construction. Was it the prototype

technology Hudson (or Sirius) was after?

2. Why did Hudson order the wreckage parts to be delivered to Azaleach instead of any

high  security  Navy  facility?  Azaleach  was  Halsey’s  last-minute  detour  before

Starflight One disappeared.

3. Jasmina Halsey was found in an escape pod almost nine months after Starflight

One’s  disappearance.  How did  she  manage  to  survive  that  long  and  is  it  even

possible, even with government level state-of-the-art tech?

4. Halsey’s sister’s first name is Azalea. Does her name have any connection to the

Azaleach system? What do we know about Azalea?

Perhaps unrelated to Jasmina Halsey’s  personal fate various media outlets throughout

inhabited space received an anonymous communiqué on 15 MAR 3302 stating that the
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galactic  community  was  in  peril.  The  transmission  postulated  amongst  other  things  a

connection between the  Core  Dynamics  megacorp,  the destruction  of  the  Antares  and

Starflight One. It also claimed a connection between a series of deaths or disappearances

of certain political and economical VIP’s, including Federal Vice-President Nigel Smeaton

and Jasmina Halsey. The source of the transmission could not be traced or verified, it was

speculated that it was launched by an organisation with certain reach and influence.

One day later, speculations on Jasmina Halsey’s possible return to the office of President

of the Federation were put to rest with Federal legal advisors stating that Halsey faced a de

facto vote of no confidence, and her presidency was officially terminated. On 4 APR 3302

Jasmina Halsey gave her first interview after having been brought out of her coma, during

which she also made some statements about her memories of the Starflight One accident.

She is remembered to have looked frail and distant, quite unlike the forceful ruler she was

before  the  accident. Halsey  said  she  remembered  very  little,  especially  about  the

catastrophe aboard the ship. Asked about her rather long stay in the escape pod however,

she  had a  somewhat  more  distinct  if  somewhat  esoteric  experience  to  share  with  the

public. She was quoted with the following words: “It was wonderful. Amazing. I saw the

universe, and our galaxy within it, as I'd never seen it before, and I felt the presence of the

real caretakers of our galaxy. The paradox of their existence – tiny yet gargantuan, fleeting

yet eternal. They spoke to me as I drifted in the void. It was amazing. I must share their

message.”

Shortly after that Halsey reiterated on her transcendent experiences she had while drifting

through space and said she saw what she described as the “true architects of creation" and

to have been shown "the infinities of the cosmos". However esoteric that may be, Halsey

also launched a program to gather exploration data from uncharted space in hopes to

validate  her  claims.  The program was backed financially  by  the  otherwise little  known

Azaleach Partnership of the star system of the same name. Pilots from all over civilised

space poured in vast amounts of data. But after (only) two days of analysis the program

was declared unsuccessful, not in lack of raw exploration data but in proving the “super-

intelligent beings” existence. Because of the lack of analysis time it also turned out more

controversial than anticipated as representatives of the scientific community demanded the
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data to be released to the public in order to verify the results. It was generally criticized that

for such amounts of data a mere two days were insufficient to jump to such absolute

conclusions. As to date, none of that data seems to have been released.

Key Question(s):

1. In her visions and statements Halsey outlined a superior alien race dwelling in the

depth of space, which may be Hyperspace since Starflight One did not travel outside

the Bubble. The descriptions may be linked to the Guardians (especially with the

“caretaker” reference) and/or the Hyperdictions (as in “depths of space”).

2. Halsey describes the Architects as “fleeting yet eternal”. Does this hint to a cycle of

hibernation and activity? If so, what triggers a shift from one cycle to the other?

External (i.e. Human) interference?

3. If Halsey really spent nearly nine months in an escape pod, how could she make

contact with the Architects (or vice versa)? Speculations on this could hint towards

the Architects scooping and breaching the pod or making contact via telepathy or

ESP.

4. Who or what is the Azaleach Partnership and why did they finance Halsey’s search

for the “Architects of Creation”?

5. Why was the analysis of the exploration data declared unsuccessful after only two

days? 

After the program’s failure Jasmina Halsey agreed to attend to a secure psychiatric facility

called the Clearwater Institute on Mars for extended care and review. Her rather esoteric

search  for  the  “Architects  of  Creation”  in  APR 3302  was  widely  met  with  scepticism,

including  Shadow  President  Felicia  Winters,  who  urged  the  public  not  to  encourage

Halsey’s “visions” for the sake of her mental well being. Naturally, there were also several

conspiracy theories  about aliens and government cover-ups.  However,  Cynthia Sideris,

chair of Universal Cartographics, commented on the matter, stating that whether Halsey’s

search was a success or not,  she was certain that “non-human sentience exists  in our

galaxy”. In any case, a group of individuals calling themselves the “Hands of the Architects”

were detained at Jaques Station later in MAY where they tried to deliberately force the

station to mis-jump. Although the cult does not seem to be linked directly to Halsey as a
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person they seem to have grasped her vision of intelligent, non-human life and that these

“Architects” can be reached by what may be called “mis-jump portals”. Nothing more of

this group is known.

Key Question(s):

1. What is known about the Clearwater Institute on Mars? It seems to have been the

facility of choice by Halsey’s family (as is revealed in the later tumults).

2. What is known about Cynthia Sideris from UC?

3. What do we know of the “Hands of the Architects”? After all they tried to deliberately

cause an entire space station to mis-jump rather than a single spaceship. Who is

their leader and who gave them access to the station’s engineering section?

Later in MAY 3302 the public opinion on Jasmina Halsey’s abidance in the Clearwater

psychiatric centre shifted as more and more serious and dubious representatives of the

galactic community voiced their concerns about her being isolated for reasons that might

not have been entirely motivated by psychological rehabilitation. Several scientific factions

demanded access to her in a private audience or her personal logs from the Starflight One

accident made available for scrutiny, both of which were rebuffed by Halsey’s personal

staff. Needless to say, this only fueled the more radical fans of a galactic conspiracy. JUL

3302 then saw some dramatic  developments  concerning Halsey’s  mental  and political

state.  Her hospitalisation at the Clearwater psychiatric facilities on Mars was viewed with

an  ever  increasing  doubt  that  she  stayed  there  on  her  own volition.  This  resulted  in

congregations and outright protests demanding her immediate release. The protests were

eventually  answered by Halsey’s  own staff that the demands were unjustified and that

Halsey’s own family petitioned for a psychiatric review at this very facility. However, it was

also around this time that some details about her treatments were leaked to the public and

that Halsey apparently insisted on having met what was described as “super-intelligent

beings in the depths of space”. This of course lead to a multitude of conspiracy theories

that even abound in present days.

Eventually, Jasmina Halsey left Clearwater in late JUL and made a short public statement

apologizing for any distress her late behavior might have caused. Events culminated when

Halsey made her first public appearance since she was discharged from Clearwater.  She
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was described as being “dramatically different from the frail individual seen leaving the

Clearwater Clinic” and it was also revealed that she had sought out Alliance Prime Minister

Edmund Mahon and that she planned a relocation to Alliance space. Some witnesses of

that event later commented that Halsey appeared even more confident than when she was

in office. In a statement Halsey said she had reflected on her visions and while maybe not

being literal, she wanted to convey that “as a species we have learned nothing from our

history. We plundered the Earth for its treasures, treating it with callous indifference, and

now we stumble blindly into space in pursuit of wealth and glory. And all the while we are

heedless of the damage we cause. We remain a violent species, unable to cooperate, and

we are therefore deprived of the prosperity that true peace would bring.” 

Key Question(s):

1. Halsey  has  been  described  to  have  changed  significantly  during  her  stay  at

Clearwater, going from frail and distant to forceful and confident. Some even went

so far as to attribute her a dramatic change of personality. Given that Clearwater

was her family’s choice, could it be Halsey was genetically or cybernetically altered

or enhanced there?

2. Why did she meet with Prime Minister Mahon of the Alliance when effectively she

could have gone back and rally support in the Federation? After all, Felicia Winters

was described as her long time friend.

Of course there were immediate speculations about  Halsey returning to politics,  which

would have posed a problem for President Felicia Winters’ weak position as leader of the

Liberal Party.  However,  for the time being,  Halsey decided to abstain from any further

public statements or political ambitions. Around this time, further reports of a religious sect

calling themselves the “Hands of the Architects” appeared and they describe a small cult of

devotees who had hopes Halsey might become a prophet or messiah for them and showed

them the way to communing with the Architects, who can be most likely identified with

Halsey’s “super-intelligent beings”.

In  SEP  3302,  two  months  after  her  release  from  the  Clearwater  psychiatric  centre,

Jasmina Halsey finally  made a statement in Gotham Park station in the Alioth system

about a vision she had while being in a state of hibernation. Voice records of her speech
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are as follows: "I saw a place of extraordinary beauty. A paradise. It was truly wonderful.

This was no dream – it was a glimpse of something very real. We must find this place. It

could be our future." It was later speculated Halsey may not have had recovered completely

from her traumatic experience after the Starflight One incident.

On 03  FEB  3303 Halsey,  now a  trusted  advisor  to  Alliance  Prime  Minister  Edmund

Mahon,  urged  the  Powers  to  work  together  in  finding  out  more  about  the  reported

encounters with a previously unknown and alien type of spaceship. Where Duval cautioned

her subjects to remain patient and Hudson spread fear about a superior menace, Halsey

was quoted to say “Understanding. Cooperation. These must be our watchwords. We have

to go beyond party politics and petty point scoring. Only by working together can we hope

to avoid bloodshed.”

In FEB 3303 Halsey also decided to make public her plans to build a rehabilitation center

for war victims, stating that “it is clear (...) that, in the current political climate, peace cannot

be achieved without  practical  effort.  It  feels  so good to do something that will  have a

measurable impact.” The campaign was later declared a success and Halsey was able to

cement her newly adopted role of an advocate for peace. During her latest appearance in

MAR 3303, Halsey once again requested relief aid from the galactic community in terms of

medical and humanitarian supplies. At that time it also became evident that she chose the

Dirichlet Orbital station in the Yum Kamcabi system as her base of operations.

For both campaigns Halsey won the financial support of the  Yum Kamcabi Purple Life

Industry, which basically compensated all pilots for delivering the necessary materials.

Key Question(s):

1. What in Halsey’s  experiences during her nine months’  absence convinced her to

side  with  the  Alliance  and  become  a  peace  advocate?  Was  it  inspiration  or

indoctrination? 

2. What  is  known about  the  Yum Kamcabi  Purple  Life  Industry  and why did  they

finance Halsey’s two major aid and relief campaigns?

3. Halsey’s current agenda seems to be preparations for some conflict she knows will

come. However,  her strategy seems to be containment rather than going on the

 offensive and trying to avert the conflict that is to come Why is that?
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Final considerations and conclusions:

Jasmina Halsey’s time as President of the Federation was marked by a bitter fight

for power against her adversary Zachary Hudson. It is noteworthy that Hudson left

no chance out to promote his strong belief in the military and on the other hand

managed to  weld together  a circle  of  powerful  corporate  allies  from the heavy

industry,  medical/health services and finance. Still,  however bloody the struggle

may have been behind closed doors - with possible top level assassinations and

concerted cover-ups - it was “just” a political gambit for power with an awful lot of

lobbying and backroom deals; which is not uncommon in top political circles.

What is strange is the disappearance of Starflight One, along with Halsey and also

VP Ethan Naylor,  if one were to assume it was a deliberate act to remove Halsey

permanently.  From a political  perspective it  makes no sense as  Hudson at  that

point had already enough power and allies to be sure his vote of no confidence

would successfully pass Congress; and Halsey was politically weak and isolated and

her Party was in disorder. What political support she might have gained from the

Frontier worlds would surely not be enough to break Hudson’s cartel. Why then kill

her and risk being exposed? Whatever the circumstances, Hudson could almost be

certain  to  be  implicated  in  this  “accident”  somehow  and  what  a  newly  elected

President  after  a vote  of  no confidence  against  his  enemy doesn’t  need is  the

shadow of a doubt he’s a ruthless assassin. He is a man of gains after all and what

gain could he have achieved by Halsey’s death that would have made it worth the

considerable effort? 

It’s remarkable that Halsey during her visits to the Frontier worlds agreed to a last-

minute detour to Azaleach with reasons being classified and that Starflight One

disappeared just on that detour. Could Hudson have known about that detour? If

no, he couldn’t possibly have set up the coup. If yes, it still wouldn’t have made

sense to kill her. Instead, it’s quite likely Jasmina Halsey took the opportunity to

remove  herself  from  the  political  scene  and  hence  prepare  herself  for  a  new
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agenda. She then had some nine months of planning while she could also be sure

some  in  the  galactic  community  would  rally  to  her  cause  post  mortem  and

remember well the “golden days” when she was President. If the Azaleach system

has any connection with Halsey’s sister Azalea, the system would have been the

perfect  refuge  for  her.  Then,  when  the  opportunity  presented  itself,  Halsey

orchestrated her own return (with a little help of some friends).

The theory has one flaw,  though:  President  Hudson,  Halsey’s  political  nemesis,

 ordered the search for Starflight One. This means he set the stage for her return,

although he may not have had in mind finding her but rather recover some secrets

of Starflight itself. It’s one thing that doesn’t really fit well with the theory of Halsey

first removing herself and then coming back. It would have been more fitting if she

were  recovered  by  some  Alliance  survey  mission  and  it  would  also  lend  some

details about her recovery more credibility.

(1) Jasmina Halsey’s reappearance is striking in a multitude of ways. First of all, she

was found in an escape pod nearly nine months after the incident. It’s hard to say

whether an escape pod can sustain a survivor that long. The search for Starflight

One  was  made  public  on  a  very  large  scale  and  many  organisations  and

freelancers were reported to have taken part. If one were to assume that Halsey’s

disappearance was orchestrated by an unknown entity in the first  place (maybe

with her  own consent)  it  would have  been entirely  possible  to  “inject”  Halsey’s

reappearance into the search and set the stage for whatever agenda they had in

store.  Regarding  Halsey,  she  could  have  been  inspired  by  that  entity  or

indoctrinated and manipulated. Both options are plausible enough when put into

perspective with her “Architects of Creation” story.

(2) One thing that may be considered is that Halsey in her office as President must

have been privy to a wide range of intelligence and government-level information.

Her relationship with the Navy (and thus Navy Intelligence) may have been strained
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or cut short on purpose but (when compared to the USA) the Federation sure has

more intelligence agencies at its disposal and most if not all of them should have

ultimately  reported  to  her  as  President.  As  such,  Halsey  should  have  known

“something” about the unknown artefacts and alien probes that were discovered

within range of the Pleiades; at least more than the general public or independent

scientific communities like IGER or the Canonn Group.

When you add (1) and (2) together it may explain why Halsey chose to disappear

and align with the more moderate views of the Alliance: Hudson’s powerbase with

the corporations (“military industrial complex of old”) was too strong to challenge

and with the death of Hengist Duval the Empire had its own internal turmoils to

fight.  Halsey knew the alien artefacts (and what  would come along with them)

required a universal approach to deal with, thus she came up with the story of the

“Architects” (who may or may not exist) and called the galactic community to unite

in the face of an external challenge. Halsey couldn’t have achieved that in her own

Liberal Party.

After her reappearance several comments were made on her condition during her

abidance at the Clearwater Institute. It was also mentioned on multiple occasions

that it was Halsey’s family who selected the facility for her and that it was Halsey’s

personal staff that shielded her and communicated with the public. As far as it’s

known, no Liberal Party personnel was involved. However, Clearwater Institute is

located on Mars so quite possibly it’s out of reach for Halsey’s immediate aides.

In any case, during her stay Halsey’s condition went from frail to strong. Did she

just regain her former strength there or did she gain even more inner resolve and

resources? With 34th century technology it’s not far fetched to assume she may

even have been altered genetically or cybernetically. If that is the case the question

would be why? For the days to come? For the political infighting? It is uncertain at

the moment.
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At this point it is perhaps easier to assume that Halsey was indeed abducted or in

custody  of  some aliens who altered her  mind and body in order  to  exert  their

influence. With all the “alien stuff” going on and the ever popular motif of “alien

abductions” it’s tempting to see a connection at this point. 

Whatever  the  truth  is  behind  all  this,  it’s  recommended  to  observe  and  even

covertly support Halsey’s further moves and the directions they take, because they

most certainly will interfere with Federal, Empire and quite likely corporate stances

at some point. And they may shed more light on some of the most controversially

debated happenstances of the last years and give insight on what to expect from

the “alien life form complex” on our doorstep. Halsey seems to have moved her

base  of  operations  to  the  Yum  Kamcabi  system  and  rumors  abound  that  the

“Harmony”, a Megaship of yet unknown purpose, will  be christened there soon.

Halsey being given command over this vast resource would be beyond coincidence.
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